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National Unity:  Really? 

Name _________________ 

Task 1:  Complete chapter 15 outline using the textbook.  Fill in important information.   

  

A.  WHAT IS NATIONAL UNITY? 

 

 Forces Affecting National Unity- p334 

 

 Fragile Unity-p335 

 

 Canadian National Unity – p336 

 

 

B. HOW DOES THE NATURE OF CANADA AFFECT NATIONAL UNITY? 

 

 Geography – p337 

 

 Western Alienation – p338 

 

 “The West Wants In” – p338 

 

 Alienation in Other Regions – p339 

 

 The Federal System and National Unity – p339 
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 Equality and Fairness in a Federal System 

-Equalization Payments – p340 

 

 

-Political Representation – p342 

 

 

-Official Multiculturalism – p342 

 

 

 Quebec Sovereignty and National Unity 

      -Challenges for Francophones across Canada - p343 

 

 

      -The Royal Commission on Bilingualism and Biculturalism-p343 

 

 

     -Official bilingualism- p344 

 

 

 Aboriginal Self-Determination and National Unity-  p346 

 

 

 Aboriginal Land Claims and National Unity 

      -Nisga’s Agreement  -p347 

 

 

     -Nunavut – p347 

 

C. HOW HAS THE CHANGING FACE OF CANADA AFFECTED NATIONAL UNITY? 
 Emerging Trends 

- Immigration – p350  

 

- Urbanization – p351 

 

 

- Aboriginal Peoples – p351 

 

- Economic Globalization – p352 
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Task 2:   

 Read the four articles attached.  Each  group will analyze one article and present to 

the class.  Read and hi-lite key ideas in your groups article.   Write in the margins 

or hi-lite:  implicit, explicit, perspective/s, link to nationalism. 

 Make a judgement on whether Mulcair is a nation builder, or destroyer of National 

unity.  Back up your position with quotes from the article. 

Task 3:   

 In your view, who is Canada’s most influencial Nation Builders.  Create a Top 10 

list of Canadian’s who qualify from your perspective.  Create a one page document 

that explains who your #1 choice, what they are known for, how did they influence 

your decision, when they were alive, why they are your vision of a nation builder, 

etc.   

 Present findings to the class. 
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Experts Don’t Agree on Thomas Mulcair’s 

Dutch Disease Diagnosis 

-Calgary Herald    May 22, 2012 

 

Until a couple of weeks ago, I thought Dutch Disease was something that afflicted trees. (That’s 

Dutch Elm Disease.) 

Dutch Disease, an arcane economic concept, hit the headlines recently when Opposition Leader 

Thomas Mulcair announced that Canada was suffering from it because of how governments 

mismanage the Alberta oilsands resource. 

Do we have a bad case of Dutch Disease? It’s worth replaying and examining some of the 

elements of this divisive issue, as it touches on topics close to the heart of all Canadians: the 

environment, jobs, and regional disparities in economic opportunities. 

Where it begins: the exchange rate 

At the heart of the issue is the fluid value of the Canadian dollar on world markets, and how that 

plays out in everyday life. 

About 10 years ago, the loonie awoke from a decades-long slumber and began growing in 

relative value to other world currencies. Douglas Porter, deputy chief economist at BMO Nesbitt 

Burns, attributes the march upwards to three factors: the slide in the U.S. dollar, the careful 

management of Canada’s economy, and the robust value of Canadian commodities such as oil. 

While it may boost our pride to see the Canadian dollar near parity with the U.S. greenback, the 

strength of our currency isn’t without its downside, especially for some parts of Canada. Porter 

estimates about 500,000 jobs have been lost in the manufacturing sector in the last 10 years, 

particularly the auto sector, even as employment in oil and gas flourishes. The culprit for this 

troubling trend: the exchange rate. In the more distant past, lower-valued Canadian dollars 

actually constituted a competitive advantage for exporters. Nowadays, Canadian stuff is 

relatively more expensive than 10, 20, or 30 years ago. McGill University finance professor 

Artyom Durnev, in a CBC interview three years ago, gives an overview of the crippling but 

natural impact of the rising Canadian dollar on manufacturers. 

Mulcair diagnoses Dutch Disease, stokes a regional debate 

http://www.parl.gc.ca/Parlinfo/Files/Parliamentarian.aspx?Item=551183c2-2f3e-41ba-8660-2d194cf60169&Language=E&Section=FederalExperience
http://www.parl.gc.ca/Parlinfo/Files/Parliamentarian.aspx?Item=551183c2-2f3e-41ba-8660-2d194cf60169&Language=E&Section=FederalExperience
http://www.calgaryherald.com/news/politics/Redford+tweet+labels+leader+Mulcair+divisive+informed/6631549/story.html
https://docs.google.com/viewer?a=v&q=cache:r7hwsct5O9gJ:www.bmonesbittburns.com/economics/focus/20120302/feature.pdf+BMO+Nesbitt+Burns+noted+today,+some+500,000+factory+jobs&hl=en&gl=ca&pid=bl&srcid=ADGEESiUVa3DHuDqYKioK1bOwC2U41lIxi380nR4no-Q07NdMF9c4t2TK8LjK-qC3zRGzcqafImTTBqIOzoTSxeFCf-Pw1g32RZ02fkTexbYtZiEAZMEvj3lC7s2DxId5hJEuQs7W2Yo&sig=AHIEtbRC8oaFs4LxT3dmvrLV4UZhlfJiww
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Some Canadian economists have wondered for a while whether this country was displaying 

symptoms of Dutch Disease, a term coined by economists in the 1980s to help explain an 

economic crisis in the Netherlands. 

After vast natural gas deposits were discovered in the North Sea, foreign investment in the 

Netherlands surged, the value of the country’s currency inflated, and life was suddenly more 

difficult for competing industries. The Dutch Disease model highlights the close and volatile 

relationship between the value of a country’s major export and the value of its currency. 

The effect of the oilsands boom on Canada’s exchange rate hit the political arena with the March 

2012 publication of an incendiary essay by Thomas Mulcair, entitled Tar Sands: Dirty Oil and 

the Future of the Country. 

Mulcair suggests the inflow of U.S. investment in the oilpatch is artificially high because the 

Harper government doesn’t “internalize” the cost of environmental cleanup and policing. 

Mulcair sees oilpatch growth taking place at the expense of the forestry, fishing and 

manufacturing sectors — thanks to the Dutch Disease effect. “As a result, the tar sands might 

now be taking more money out of the Canadian economy than they are putting in.” Mulcair 

believes imposing a regime of sustainable development based on the principle “polluters pay” 

would both diversify the economy and benefit the environment. 

Mulcair’s attempt to link the misfortunes of Canada’s manufacturing industry to government’s 

handling of the environment touched a raw nerve. Surveying the political rhetoric, it’s easy to 

lose sight of the point of the debate. As my colleague, Herald Business columnist Stephen 

Ewart wrote, “It’s tough to determine how much actual dialogue, versus noise, we’re hearing.” 

Clear diagnosis eludes experts 

While politicians debate Mulcair’s diagnosis, economists give differing views on the question of 

whether Canada, in fact, suffers from Dutch Disease. 

Roger Gibbins, CEO of the Canada West Foundation, sees what happened in the Netherlands as 

a case of over-reliance on natural gas revenues. In hindsight, he argues that “the Netherlands 

is doing just fine today.” 

Jack Mintz, professor of public policy at the University of Calgary, points out in a Financial 

Post column that the term “disease” is pejorative, implying that “the resource sectors are bad 

and the manufacturing sectors are good.” Mintz traces the “lockstep” decline in the 

manufacturing sectors of Ontario, Michigan and Ohio for the past 35 years, suggesting other 

factors besides the oil and gas boom are behind Canada’s manufacturing decline. “This resulted 

from the contraction of the North American auto industry due to bad management practices and 

high labour costs that cannot compete with low-cost countries,” he writes. 

In a 2009 research paper prepared for Industry Canada, three economists say the Canada-

U.S. exchange rate is heavily influenced by the two countries’ intimate trade relationship across 

all sectors, making it difficult to assess the impact of any one sector on the rate. Still, the 

http://www.investopedia.com/terms/d/dutchdisease.asp#axzz1vW6ByBlj
https://docs.google.com/viewer?a=v&q=cache:CnNE2TDtpNoJ:www.irpp.org/po/archive/mar12/mulcair.pdf+policy+options+mulcair+dutch+disease&hl=en&gl=ca&pid=bl&srcid=ADGEESjAgkoS-bd4IOjMwScnxWP6hhwkCwqY1i2L6HINnb7oZ48oJejh6174ADUAq5gKhRvUfWl0D9cI6PToFkYK-v_uROPgNMvkAZXJb-slcefDjiSr7UtIjOgpj2nj_Oalqr5_3hUi&sig=AHIEtbTmbbOGLRDFcImbWV0TqC0OzV7jlA
https://docs.google.com/viewer?a=v&q=cache:CnNE2TDtpNoJ:www.irpp.org/po/archive/mar12/mulcair.pdf+policy+options+mulcair+dutch+disease&hl=en&gl=ca&pid=bl&srcid=ADGEESjAgkoS-bd4IOjMwScnxWP6hhwkCwqY1i2L6HINnb7oZ48oJejh6174ADUAq5gKhRvUfWl0D9cI6PToFkYK-v_uROPgNMvkAZXJb-slcefDjiSr7UtIjOgpj2nj_Oalqr5_3hUi&sig=AHIEtbTmbbOGLRDFcImbWV0TqC0OzV7jlA
http://www.calgaryherald.com/business/Ewart+there+dialogue+amid+noise/6649331/story.html
http://www.calgaryherald.com/business/Ewart+there+dialogue+amid+noise/6649331/story.html
http://cwf.ca/commentaries/enflaming-regional-conflict?A=SearchResult&SearchID=1892291&ObjectID=5306976&ObjectType=35
http://cwf.ca/commentaries/enflaming-regional-conflict?A=SearchResult&SearchID=1892291&ObjectID=5306976&ObjectType=35
http://opinion.financialpost.com/2012/03/02/jack-mintz-no-dutch-disease-here/
http://opinion.financialpost.com/2012/03/02/jack-mintz-no-dutch-disease-here/
http://ideas.repec.org/p/luc/wpaper/09-06.html
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economists — Michel Beine, Charles Bos and Serge Coulombe — devise an alternate analytical 

model and conclude that the decline in Canadian manufacturing can be blamed on both Dutch 

Disease (accounting for about two-thirds of the impact) and falling U.S. demand (one-third). 

A more recent academic study, this one by the Montreal-based, independent Institute for 

Research on Public Policy, gives Dutch Disease a smaller role in the Canadian manufacturing 

recession. Authors Mohammad Shakeri, Richard Gray and Jeremy Leonard find that while a 

booming energy sector in Canada has indeed contributed to the strong Canadian dollar, only one-

quarter of total manufacturing output has been adversely affected. In their study released on May 

16, 2012, they find only 25 of 80 industries examined showed a significant negative relationship 

between their output and the exchange rate. Worst hit are small, labour-intense industries such as 

textile and apparel. Contrary to popular opinion, the auto industry isn’t affected by Dutch 

Disease, they argue. “On balance, the evidence indicates that Canada suffers from a mild case of 

the Dutch disease,” they conclude. 

Bottom line 

Does Canada have full-blown Dutch Disease? Or are we limping along, ignoring some of its 

symptoms? The answers to these questions are less than clear and tinged with political interests. 

Perhaps the more useful question is: What should Canada do to protect itself against the 

downside of having a strong currency? On this point, many economists — if not politicians — 

seem to agree on several common-sense approaches. Governments should avoid becoming too 

dependent on the revenues of any single resource sector. Emphasize investment to make other 

industries more competitive. Target growth markets. 

One economist whose opinion matters more than most in these matters is Bank of Canada 

Governor Mark Carney. He says he doesn’t subscribe to the Dutch Disease concept. But in an 

interview on the CBC radio program The House, he tells host Evan Solomon he believes high 

commodity prices will linger for some time, thus saddling Canada with an ongoing challenge to 

remain competitive. 

In other words, the currency exchange issue raised by Mulcair isn’t going away. 

Looking ahead, Carney sees three areas to focus on: “It’s better to have commodities than not. 

It’s important to develop them in a sustainable fashion. And it’s important to get as much value-

added out of that process as possible.” 

Carney suggests Canada should do more business with countries such as China and India, where 

economies are growing faster than the U.S. 

“In this environment of high commodity prices, in this environment of rapidly industrialized 

emerging markets, Canada has many advantages but the one advantage that people shouldn’t 

count on is to be bailed out by low currency because it’s not just about commodity prices, it’s 

about markets.” 

http://www.irpp.org/show_study.php?id=395
http://www.cbc.ca/thehouse/2012/05/19/house-additions---alberta-environment-minister/
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Mulcair's oilsands position 'hypocritical' 

CBC News  

Posted: Jun 9, 2012 8:35 PM ET  

Last Updated: Jun 9, 2012 10:24 PM ET  

Preston Manning is calling out "hypocritical" federal NDP Leader Tom Mulcair for "preaching" 

to Alberta while turning a blind eye to the environmental cost of producing energy in Quebec. 

In an interview that aired Saturday on CBC Radio's The House, the former Reform Party leader 

told host Evan Solomon he agrees with the principle of internalizing environmental costs, but "if 

you are going to apply that to one energy source, you ought to apply it to all ... or you'll 

misallocate capital and you'll hurt the environment." 

"And that's the part Mr. Mulcair studiously avoids," Manning said. 

Manning said he recognizes that when you produce energy there are going to be environmental 

effects. "You identify those environmental effects — and the cost of avoiding them or mitigating 

them — and then you try some way of integrating that into the cost of the product," he said. 

"I've argued that for years," the president and CEO of the Manning Centre for Building 

Democracy said. "And whether it's through cap-and-trade or carbon levies or some yet to be 

invented process, I agree with that [principle]." 

The problem with Mulcair's position, Manning said, is that the former Quebec minister of 

sustainable development and the environment has never been heard "crusading to internalize the 

impact of Quebec's hydro operation." 

Manning told Solomon hydro companies have flooded forest areas "the size of lake Ontario," so 

"where is the reservoir tax that's the hydro equivalent of the carbon levy?" Manning asked. 

East-West divisions 

Mulcair, who visited Alberta's oil sands for the first time last week, has taken heat from the 

federal government and western premiers alike for what they say are comments that have the 

effect of pitting one part of the country against the other. 

According to the federal NDP leader, Canada is suffering from the so-called "Dutch Disease" — 

the Canadian dollar being held "artificially high" by the oilsands causing the economy harm in 

http://www.cbc.ca/news/credit.html
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other parts of the country. And part of Mulcair's prescription for what is ailing Canada's 

economy includes "making polluters pay." 

Manning told Solomon he doesn't disagree with that but said his point is "if you are going to 

preach that to the petroleum industry, and you've had the responsibility for the biggest energy 

company in Quebec in hydro, how come you did not implement that concept there? 

"It applies to Alberta but doesn't apply to Quebec? It applies to petroleum but doesn't apply to 

hydro?" Manning asked. 

"One of the worst things that can happen to political leadership is to be seen to be taken 

hypocritical positions, preaching to people about one thing and not implementing it or practising 

it yourself," he said. 

Following his visit of the oilsands, Mulcair said his real beef was with the federal government. 

"Increasingly, we find that if companies in certain sectors don't obey environmental laws the 

government doesn't demand that they change their behaviour," he said. "Instead, the government 

just changes the law." 

Mulcair added it wasn't the NDP that was sowing divisions between East and West. "Those are 

Stephen Harper's battle lines, not mine" Mulcair said on his last day of a three-day tour of the 

Prairies. 

And speaking from a party convention in Montreal, interim Liberal Leader Bob Rae blamed both 

Harper and Mulcair for "the same divisive politics, the same politics of pitting East against 

West." 
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Tom Mulcair blasts fracking plans in New 

Brunswick 

 Posted: Jun 11, 2012 7:50 AM AT 

  

 

 

 

 

Federal New Democratic Party Leader Tom Mulcair warned Rothesay residents about the 

potential problems with shale gas exploration during a byelection campaign stop in the southern 

New Brunswick town on Sunday. 

Mulcair held a public rally with New Brunswick NDP Leader Dominic Cardy on Sunday to 

boost his chances in the June 25 byelection. 

Cardy is trying to win the seat vacated by former Progressive Conservative MLA Margaret-Ann 

Blaney, who left politics to take the high-paying position as president and chief executive officer 

of Efficiency New Brunswick. 

Mulcair used the rally to criticize the province's shale gas policies, suggesting that Rothesay's 

drinking water could be threatened if companies went forward with hydraulic fracturing, which 

is also known as hydro-fracking. 

"It's a beautiful pristine source of drinking water. That would be put in danger with fracking. 

Look at the American experience. Look at what's happened in states like Pennsylvania. People 

have to be made to understand that this is a false choice,” Mulcair told the rally. 

The New Brunswick government is proposing 116 changes to the regulatory framework that 

oversees the oil and gas industry. 

The second in a series of town hall meetings to review that plan is in Durham Bridge on 

Monday. 

'We cannot build a strong province that our children deserve without talking about the 

culture of patronage that is holding New Brunswick back. This is an addiction that our 

province can no longer afford.'— N.B. NDP Leader Dominic Cardy 
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The federal NDP leader said natural gas companies do not want to answer tough questions about 

shale gas exploration and hydro-fracking.  

"Well, here's one tough question: If you think that your method of getting to that gas is safe, why 

won't you reveal the contents of the fracking fluid?" Mulcair said. 

In New Brunswick, the provincial government has committed to requiring, "mandatory 

disclosure of fracture fluid additives." 

Mulcair's views on resource development have come under fire in recent weeks. 

Preston Manning, the former Reform Party leader, called Mulcair "hypocritical" for "preaching" 

to Alberta while turning a blind eye to the environmental cost of producing energy in Quebec. 

Manning's comments came during an interview that aired Saturday on CBC Radio's The House. 

Mulcair has drawn the ire of the federal government and some western premiers for his thoughts 

on oilsands development. 

The federal NDP leader has said the Canadian dollar is being held "artificially high" by the 

oilsands causing the economy harm in other parts of the country. 

The Mulcair rally was attended by a small crowd of NDP supporters. 

Cardy was an early supporter of Mulcair when the Montreal MP announced he was running for 

the federal party’s leadership after the death of Jack Layton. 

Mulcair said other federal NDP members would be coming to Rothesay in the coming weeks to 

help Cardy. 

The NDP has not held a seat in the legislature since 2005 when former party leader Elizabeth 

Weir resigned to become the president and chief executive officer of Efficiency NB. 

Cardy announced that he would run in the Rothesay byelection shortly after Premier David 

Alward announced the date. There are five candidates in the race to replace Blaney. 

The Progressive Conservatives are fielding Hugh John (Ted) Flemming III and John Wilcox, a 

retired police officer, is running for the Liberals. 

Sharon Murphy will be running in the riding again for the Green Party and Marjorie MacMurray 

will be on the ballot as an Independent candidate. 

 

 

http://www.cbc.ca/news/politics/story/2012/06/09/pol-the-house-preston-manning-thomas-mulcair-hypocritical.html
http://www.cbc.ca/news/politics/story/2012/06/02/pol-the-house-dutch-disease-mulcair-wall-mcguinty.html
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Patronage attacked 

While Mulcair used the Rothesay rally to blast the provincial government on its shale gas 

regulations, Cardy continued to hammer the Progressive Conservatives and the Liberals on 

patronage. 

Blaney’s appointment to Efficiency NB has been criticized as patronage and several prominent 

Progressive Conservatives, including Finance Minister Blaine Higgs and Flemming have not 

endorsed the appointment. 

“We cannot build a strong province that our children deserve without talking about the culture of 

patronage that is holding New Brunswick back. This is an addiction that our province can no 

longer afford,” Cardy said. 

The NDP leader is proposing what he calls his Rothesay charter, which would ban hiring based 

on political affiliation, except for political staff. 

Cardy’s proposal, which would need to be endorsed by the Progressive Conservatives and the 

Liberals, would also lay out a new hiring procedure for chief executive officers of Crown 

corporations. 

Cardy told the Rothesay crowd the Tories and the Liberals have squandered the province’s 

development through a litany of broken promises and patronage appointments. 

“Our Liberals, our Conservatives they were too often lazy and too often careless and instead of 

investing in our province's future they gave it away with every patronage appointment, every 

broken word and every ridiculous promise made, they gave it away,” Cardy said. 

“There is no perfection in this world but there is a constant fight to do better. You have to decide 

whether to engage in that fight, you have to decide whether to try to make things better. The New 

Democrats, we have made that decision.” 

Mulcair said on Sunday that he would like to see New Brunswick voters embrace the NDP as a 

legitimate alternative to the two traditional parties. He pointed out how many Canadian voters 

turned to the NDP in the recent federal election, making it the Official Opposition. 

“After over 100 years of alternating between Liberal patronage and Conservative patronage, 

New Brunswickers now have a choice,” he said. 
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Mulcair blames Harper for East-West 

divisions 

by Susana Mas, CBC News  

Federal NDP Leader Tom Mulcair says he isn't pitting Canada's East against the West, in 

prepared remarks to provincial New Democrats gathered for a party convention in Winnipeg on 

Saturday. 

"Those are Stephen Harper's battle lines," Mulcair said on his last day of a three-day tour of the 

Prairies. "Not mine." 

Mulcair's controversial "Dutch Disease" comments unleashed a fury of reaction from federal 

Conservatives and western premiers alike who called his comments "divisive", "goofy" and 

intended to divide the country. 

The NDP leader dismissed the premiers' criticism by calling them "messengers" for Prime 

Minister Stephen Harper. 

Since then, Mulcair did not repeat his comment about the premiers but has stood by his theory 

that the Canadian dollar is being held "artificially high" by the oilsands causing the economy 

harm in other parts of the country. 

During a heated exchange in question period, Conservative cabinet minister James Moore called 

on Mulcair to apologize for "suggesting the strength of the western Canadian economy is a 

disease on Canada." 

Conservatives have maintained all along that the success of Alberta's oilsands have brought 

dividends not just to the Prairies but to the rest of the country as well. 

In prepared remarks to Manitoba Premier Greg Selinger and his New Democrats, Mulcair said 

Harper's "failed environmental policies" are having "serious" economic consequences. 

Environment Minister Peter Kent has said that the changes in the government's budget bill are 

merely intended to update "decade-old" environmental laws. 

But in Saturday's prepared remarks, the Official Opposition leader blamed what he called the 

prime minister's "handouts to a few favoured industries" for an artificial rise in the value of the 

Canadian dollar. 

"An artificially high dollar makes our exports more expensive. That's just simple economics," he 

said. 

http://www.cbc.ca/news/credit.html
http://www.cbc.ca/news/politics/story/2012/06/02/pol-the-house-dutch-disease-mulcair-wall-mcguinty.html
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While in Alberta on Thursday, Mulcair said his beef was with the federal government and not the 

premiers. 

On Saturday, Mulcair sided with Selinger and other premiers who have accused Ottawa of not 

consulting with them on issues like health funding, immigration reform, and employment 

insurance. 

"Without a single consultation, the Conservatives are short-changing provinces by a whopping 

$31 billion," he said. 

However, Conservative cabinet ministers like Diane Finley and Peter Mackay, who are 

responsible for touting the benefits of the government's latest budget, have said that they 

consulted with Canadians "extensively." 

In a written statement to CBC News on Saturday, Andrew MacDougall, director of 

communications for the prime minister said, "Mulcair has it exactly backwards. 

"The prime minister is governing for all regions while Mulcair slags premiers and tries to pit 

province against province," said MacDougall. 

Mulcair said the federal New Democrats would create more jobs, promote sustainable 

development and protect the services that Canadians rely on in an effort to defeat the 

Conservatives in 2015. 

The three-day tour saw the NDP leader visiting Alberta's oil sands on Thursday and meeting 

some of Canada's city mayors in Saskatoon on Friday. 

 


